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A PRIVATE PERSON

My mind is analytical 
and my thoughts are clear, 
but only on paper.
I do not speak well, 
especially in public.
When presenting an argument 
I mingle grunts and silences 
like a tired lover 
or a punch-drunk boxer.
I have definite beliefs 
about political action, 
but seldom express them 
and then only in private.
I am too easy going.
Instead of taking part 
I drift through the landscape 
like a Zen monk 
or a renegade donkey.

—  Raymond Tong
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SOLUTION

To write 
experience
was needed. Now, having 
wandered far, he no longer wished 
to write.

—  Raymond Tong
Trumpington, Cambridge, England

THE ARTICHOKE

Vegetable most formal: a poem of green couplets, 
detachable, like metal leaves unpetalling from some 
sublime artifice apprehended in a dream of Longinus; 
the etched scales of the Eternal Fish, or Palamon’s 
unringing mail bitten by Arcite's sword.
Embalmed in garlic, crumb-crusted sarcophagus; its 
disjecta membra the greatest cenotaph in history.
A vegetable: a myth. Quest for surface. The little 
pulpy heart a tissue, a feathery green tongue, a 
gauzy garlic kiss.

THE EGGPLANT

Skin plumply stretched in elegance of silk and glamour 
of purple; lascivious dream of the saint writhing in 
his Lenten cover. Black monk's rich secret dish.
De Sade's strangulated fruit. Opulently rounded bottom; 
breast all black nipple tongued to a fatness.
Hanging in pairs in the garden like swollen testes, 
ready to engender all of the soft black nights of summer.
By the Greeks loved next to the bending smoothness of 
young boys.
Halved, they are pale green as Sappho, deprived of 
Atthis' swelling hips.



POTATOES

You find them clustered, like herds of ostriches with 
dark green tails, their heads in shallow, sandy soil. 
Chthonic presences, these bald, blind, thin-skinned 
Irishmen, uncovered in their barrows, are sexless as 
Tieresias, dirty and dumb as the Sibyl.
Osiris may have sprung again from such knobs —  
whitish lumps of flesh or bone —  not corn.
Sold by the hundredweight like coal and plain as my 
fist but nourishing, they have the virtue of keeping 
where it's cool. Lacking all Southern glamour, they 
are best taken plain. Boiled, with a little salt, a 
bowl of them warms the heart of hunger's white dream.

THE CAULIFLOWER

Row upon unbending row, erected in the field like some 
miniature Corbusier village, ready for habitation, they 
stretch to the horizon on squat, knobby, layered pedes
tals, rising in shadowy gloom to a trelliswork of thick 
green trusses, holding aloft an acre of cataract eyes.
Crated, they enter your nose as cabbages.
And each is a huge Christian personage or Commonwealth, 
a mighty growth and stature of compacted flowerets.
Within that world's white dazzle of fibrous walls, 
labyrinthine passage, a forest of snowy stems rising 
to cloudy umbrage. Vegetable stalagmites. Frost 
columns. Thick white limbs flowering into blocky canopy. 
Fog compacted. A wooden mist in an underground street 
of white Victorian gothic. The heart of the heart of 
whiteness, still touched with palest green.

—  William A, Fahey 
Northport NY
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VICTORIAN ELEGIES

1.
Everyone, the Secretary of State, Robert Redford, the 

Manhattan D.A., the high level mobster, was wearing my 
tie —  the blue one with orange poka dots.

I told my wife and friends.
My tie, I said, pointing to a guy at the hockey game. 

My tie, I said, pointing to Walter Cronkite.
They nodded and looked straight ahead.
One night, Chet the bartender had it on. I yanked 

him half across the bar.
'Take it off, sucker.'
He did.
Next morning, when I opened the front door, they were 

on my doormat, twelve blue ties with orange poka dots.
My neighbor was getting into his Mercedes.
'Hey,' I said, tapping my chest, 'forget something?'
He took it off, dropped it on the pile and drove off.

2.
I flew to Chicago and took a cab to Larry's. He saw 

me from his study and came running out, hands high.
We grappled.
'Son of a bitch,' he screamed.
His wife separated us.
Next, to Houston. I found Meg in a hospital.
'All these years,' she whispered.
I kissed her, fell on her, fondled her breasts. A 

nurse pulled me away.



I took a cab downtown. Morris froze in his glass 
office.

'You I began, kicking open the door.
He beat me to it. 'Lazy, cheap, insensitive, crook 

...' he shouted, lips turning purple. 'You're fired. 
Fired!' He fell into the arms of his secretary.

I took the train home.

3.
The new guy, Chico, couldn't do enough. Every time 

I came in, he bounced over. 'Yes sir, may I help you 
sir?'

But something happened. He got bags under his eyes. 
He folded his arms. I found my own pens, my own type
writer ribbons and put them on the counter.

'I'm late, Chico.'
'Don't bug me, o.k.?'
Next day, at work, I watched the maintenance man pry 

open a window. He looked like Chico, only resigned, sad. 
I took him over to the store.

Chico took one look and walked out. I showed him to 
Ted, the owner. He nodded, patted his arm, and gave him 
Chico's jacket. A perfect fit.

4.
She woke me.
'There's something.'
I put on the light. A spider was on the head board. 
'Kill it,' she said.
I did.
'Just think,' I said after a while, 'the Daddy spider 

had a cookie crumb. He was bringing it home to the Mommy
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spider and the Baby. They're hungry and cold.’
'Stop,' she said.
'The baby will start crying, Mommy, where's Daddy, 

where's Daddy?'
'Please.'
'And Mommy will hug him and say, just you wait, 

Daddy's coming home with a big cookie crumb.'
She started crying.
Next morning, over breakfast, we were talking money.

A green bug ran across the napkins and I crushed it under 
my thumb. She jumped up, pulling at her mouth.

5.
At a quarter past three, I got up from my desk, went 

into the cage and shut the door.
A secretary came by, laughed, and tossed a cup of 

water at me.
Next, Higgins. He avoided my eyes, slipped a ten 

through the bars and hurried away.
The supply clerk with the Hitler haircut put down his 

box of toilet paper. He pointed at me.
'Ha, ha. Ha, ha.'
At precisely three thirty, I opened the door and went 

back to my desk. Higgins and the secretary got into a 
fight over who was next.

—  John Lowry 
Brooklyn NY
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THANK YOU ELIZABETH TAYLOR

for surviving the Hollywood
under your nails
all those Eddie Fisher records
skipping in your head
the Richard Burton years
echoing in your best screams
the uncorked bottles
the pills by the nightstand
the excessive weight
the plastic surgery
the heavy makeup
the chicken bone in your throat
thank you for not dying
for not being destroyed
by those two Oscars
a comedian's joke
your husband's campaign lies
and for telling the world
that Lawrence Harvey
was your dearest friend
when nobody else could stand him
thank you for making distinctions 
for not committing suicide 
when everyone was writing poems 
to a dead Marilyn Monroe

HIGH WIRE ACT OVER CALIFORNIA

the corporate analyst
who is on my left
says he's finally willing
to interface with others
about the upfront space he's into
simply because
he's mellowed out
seen things come down
and has flashed on himself
so many times
that he knows precisely
where he's at
the stockbroker by accident 
who is on my right 
says he knows exactly 
where the corporate analyst
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is coming from
he's been there and back
and his own high energy trips
have helped him get into
at
behind
and around the heaviness 
to the point where 
anything off the wall now 
blows him away
sitting between them
and still unable to find myself
I interrupt
just to ask what the rules are

JIMMY DURANTE IS DEAD

the hell he's dead
I had dinner with him last night
down at Piano Pete's
and he picked up the tab
jesus christ
he can't be dead
I'm telling you
we sat right across from each other
he had the veal
and I had the canneloni
Eddie Cantor was our waiter
does that sound dead?
he talked about President Hoover
he told stories about his nose
he laughed a lot
and bought drinks for everybody
you call that dead?
he did his soft-shoe routine
for Christ's sake
right in front of the bar
he had us all in stitches
I should know
I was there wasn't I?
he did inka dinka doo at the piano
cocking his hat neatly
over his right eye
surrounded by assassins
that's what he said
pretending he was really pissed
ripping apart the piano
just for laughs
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just to see if he still had it 
he was great
he fooled everyone there 
even me
and now you tell me he's dead? 
go on
Jimmy Durante is mortified 
remember?

—  Paul Fericano 
Millbrae CA

MURDER MYSTERY
—  to Stuart Allingham

The small estate is hidden behind a wall of closely 
clipped eugenia hedge and manicured lawns. The vines on 
the darkened, second floor balcony leading from the 
master bedroom have been ripped as if someone had pulled 
at them and the back door swings ajar in the late summer 
breeze. There is no sense of the violence of murder 
committed, only the silence of death. Blood spreads a- 
cross the darker maroon silk dressing gown, one side 
held to the front of his naked body only by the knife 
blade broken off in his chest.
All the major suspects are in the house, except for the 
gardener and his teenage daughter who have been working 
late and are driving away and perhaps the man running 
along several blocks away. In her separate bedroom, the 
victim's wife, earlier told he was divorcing her, sits 
at her vanity in a peach colored slip. She is in tears 
and face down among an endless row of creams and nail 
polish and a half-empty glass of gin which she usually 
refills from a bottle in her clothes closet, a badly 
kept secret among everyone in the house. Her position 
tonight is no different from any other night, except 
worse, for she has long since acknowledged that no one 
in the house loves her, but cannot understand why they 
hate her. The victim's mother tosses fitfully in her 
bed across the hall, a murder mystery in her strong 
hands, her mouth in a perpetual purse, the old-fashioned 
kind with a snap lock on it. Her son, over a vicious 
argument at dinner, has threatened to place her in a 
home. His teenage daughter, staring at her horse
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pictures, paces in her room quivering with uncontrollable 
anger, the unloved, not wanted child. Searching quietly 
but frantically through the victim's desk in his study 
downstairs, his corporate business partner fails to locate 
the photograph from the set which he has been shown earlier 
with which he has been threatened with blackmail by the 
victim. Everyone assumes he has left the house after a 
brief meeting. The third partner in this perfectly honest 
corporate business now waits nervously outside in his car. 
He is also the other subject in these clandestinely taken 
pornographic photographs. Both are married men. The 
Oriental housekeeper, recently threatened with deportation 
by the victim, rubs an animal derived balm on her throb
bing temples and prays to a religious picture in her base
ment room. The gardener drives away, gripping the steering 
wheel, his teenage daughter who also helps about the house 
cowers next to him, pregnant by the victim and staring at 
her hands as if dead objects in her swollen lap. A 
neighbor, single and mlddleaged and prone to paranoia, has 
seen someone in dark shadows on the victim's balcony, but 
pulled her blinds and her testimony is too vague for use.
A young man in tennis shoes runs down the dark street 
several blocks away, caught momentarily in the glare of 
the gardener's headlights. Perhaps he is only a jogger, 
but no one ever knows because he is never identified.
The knife handle, broken off in the violence of the thrust, 
thrown in an arcing but clumsy curve from the master bed
room's balcony, the other hand clutching the ivy, remains 
under the peonies in the garden with a perfect set of 
fingerprints. It will slowly be buried under falling 
petals and leaves and accidentally be even further buried 
under the spade of the gardener. Not the same gardener 
of the murder night, but a new one.
The detective assigned to the case appears at first to be 
incompetent and turns out to be merely competent and never 
solves the murder. No one has an alibi, no one ever ad
mits their guilt and no one is ever indicted. The wife 
marries again and again, waking nightly in her peach color
ed slips in an alcoholic haze from nightmares of violence. 
In an old age home, the mother alternates calling her dead 
son's name with screams of laughter from her loosely held 
mouth. The daughter eventually becomes a horse trainer, 
known for her cold cruelty. Both business partners dis
solve the business, divorce and plan to move elsewhere to
gether. But one of them commits suicide shortly after and 
the other one ends up tattooing sailors in a grimy shop 
near a Navy yard. The Oriental housekeeper is deported 
anyway, but for another reason. The gardener becomes fa
mous as a rose grower though eccentrically naming all his 
roses after his daughter who died during an abortion. The 
neighbor has her blinds perpetually drawn and admonishes
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her cats to stop looking. Under the peony bushes the earth 
eats away the perfect set of fingerprints from the knife 
blade handle.
There is only one obvious and telling clue, which only 
you and I have seen. In his death throes, the victim 
wrote one initial in his own blood across his naked 
stomach, identifying the murderer who in flight also saw 
the telling initial. But the pumping blood concealed that 
graphic indictment before anyone else could see it. But 
the murderer knows that you and I have seen that scarlet 
clue.

—  Michael Laurence 
Los Angeles CA

THE PET HITMAN

he used to do it for free,
swerve to run down the barking basset,
pick off a too perky poodle.
then he said, "why not?
romance, intrigue, money are where you find it. 
time to turn professional."
the first job was a mercy killing: 
two deformed kittens a widow 
could not flush down her disposal.
he didn't have to advertise.
word spread around suburbia like middle-aged hips, 
pet-haters came out of the closet by the litter.
comforted by his clandestine clinentele, 
he worked kennel to corner.
dachshunds disappeared; beagles barked no more, 
schnauzers snoozed into Eleysium.
his one firm rule: no hard contracts.
James Coburn was his idol.
now he's retired in pompano beach, 
his three sons with masters' degrees 
in animal husbandry from harvard 
run the syndicate,
with no listing in the yellow pages.
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ADMINISTRATION

Gene Dinielli poked his head in the doorway, 
wagged a finger. he's the dept assistant chair 
with an office next door. the tentative 
fall schedule crested his desk top like Annapurna.
he fished out a request card from A1 Lawson, 
a solid compadre who's trying out a nighttime 
movie/novel course. it read:
"Please try for Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday. 
I'm afraid Monday night football 
might siphon off enrollment."
Dinielli's face spread into a Tonio Kroger grin: 
"The problems of accommodation 
lengthen like the shadow of man."
We wondered how Emerson would orchestrate 
the slate of upper division lit classes.
But, of course, he never taught in California.

THE FIRST OF THE MONTH

bills are unquestionably
the hound of the corporate heaven.
but there is something about paying them,
a rare act we can complete with finality,
if only for thirty days.
what else can we round off —  
even with sleep —  the way we tuck in 
sears, the phone co., cal. ed., gas, 
all kinds, at least from pay to pay.
it feels good to put all
the beasts back in their cages
if only till their next feeding.

—  Charles Stetler 
Long Beach CA
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Q. E. STRAMASH

Least impressionable of critics, he has for many years 
been engaged in explorations of the Nineteenth Century 
literary landscape. Thanks to the essays he has sent 
back, we know the grand and solemn peaks once consider
ed its chief feature are only painted constructions of 
lathe and canvas, now in an advanced state of decay. 
Behind them has been revealed a flat and dreary plain 
intersected by roads riddled with potholes and ending 
in bogs. Prof. Stramash, who is usually to be found in 
some library or other, also finds time to exchange a 
large number of acrimonious letters in the correspon
dence columns of various learned journals.



THE DREAMER

Sleeping in socks and five years old, he took them off to 
wade across a river in the mountains of his dreams, know
ing what she would do if he came home and they were wet. 
The water was cool and clear and rushing white about his 
ankles as he paused in the middle to contemplate smooth 
stones and sand that gazed up at him with soothing smiles. 
He was awakened with a shake of the shoulders before he 
reached the other side and before he could step back to 
the bank from which he came. "Where are the socks I put 
on you before you went to bed! I told you not to take 
them off!" So he joins the search all around the room 
knowing full well there is nothing to be found beneath 
the bed, but in another place where he cannot now go.
The water is deeper the following night and more warm, 
so he takes his pajamas off to feel the clear consume 
him up to his waist but he cannot retrieve them before a 
slap from the other world pulls him back. "What have 
you done now!" He doesn't even pretend this time to 
look beneath the covers or in the closet and can't ex
plain as blows sweep back and forth across his nudity.
Next night he carries the pajamas and the socks in a wad 
above his head because the river is even more deep and 
the water still clear and even more warm. A bush is 
smoldering on the bank at the other side. He makes it 
there and feels the flames lap around him like a cloak 
of light. The heat is intense and he starts to burn so 
he fights back with the blankets, the pillow, and the 
sheets. His head is rolling from side to side as she 
jerks his naked body up from the stripped mattress and 
tries to beat the dreams out of him for what he's lost.

James Miller Robinson
Mexico City, Mexico

stein old
angel death 
standing in the wings 
watching me dance 
center stage right 
(damn!) 
she got
the stage hook

working 
must not 
intrude 
upon
gertrude

—  M. K. Book
Fairbury NE



JOHN DOESN'T LIKE WASHING DISHES

The second time the burglars came,
they took his stereo, his camera, its lenses,
a six pack of Coors, a can of tuna.
The first time they'd taken his watch, 
which he didn't miss, he said.
But this time they'd come through the window, 
the only window with no lock on it. 
and they'd climbed over the dishes 
in the sink.
The dishes were sprouting mushrooms 
and they must've smelled, 
because the burglars piled the 
dishes in the back yard and hosed 
them off.
"Well," John said, "at least I didn't 
have to wash those dishes."

A LOGICAL PROCESSION OF TERMS

While Sam and John and I were sitting 
on the beach we watched bikinis and 
pelicans go by and talked about 
Going After Caccioto,
Caccioto in particular.
And John said, "I started reading 
that book, but I don't think 
I want to read a book about someone 
who comes a thumb's width away from 
being a crouton."
We watched the bikinis and pelicans 
float by some more and then I asked, 
"Crouton? Don't you mean cretin?"
"No," John said. "Caccioto is definitely 
a crouton."
"But a crouton is a piece of bread,"
Sam said.
"No," John said, "that's a croissant, 
the kind of breakfast roll that they 
have in Paris
where that crouton Caccioto was headed."
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JOHN'S GARDEN

John bought an avocado tree, 
young, spindly, seven foot, 
planted it at the rear of 
his 150 foot lot.
"There it will give me shade
on hot August afternoons," he said.
He watered it every day
dug it up a couple of times
because it wasn't in just that
right spot,
watered it some more,
leaving the hose there all day
one Sunday afternoon.
It was 105° in the shade
and the twenty leaves of his tree
couldn't take it.
They turned brown. The roots rotted 
from too much water, the thin trunk 
sizzled in the heat.
The leaves fell, the limbs cracked 
and John said, "I guess I just liked 
it too much," as he pulled it from 
the ground like a tall weed.

—  Rafael Zepeda 
Long Beach CA

ODE ON A PIECE OF SALT WATER TAFFY

I hesitate
To eat something
So violently colored.

CYNICISM

ANNOYANCE

If I have heard it once,
I have heard 
The Pachelbel Canon 
Nine times this week 
On public radio.
They ought to pass a law.

Call me an iconoclast;
I'm sick of stuffed unicorns and rainbow decals. 
Maybe I only go for the real thing.

—  Amy Vail 
Clinton NY
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FIRE IN THE HILLS

I woke up crazed
picked a fight with my wife
at the breakfast table
combed my hair straight back
in the steamy mirror
cartoons were on in the other room.
Outside I could smell smoke 
it was so heavy it burned my eyes 
and the morning was hot 
I thought one of the neighbors' 
houses must be on fire 
I hosed the bird crap and leaves 
off the hood of my old Toyota 
and headed for the freeway.
The high school kids standing 
on the corner waiting 
for the green light were 
very young and very blonde.
The news man gave me the reason
brush fires in the canyons
homes burning in the hills
the city was on fire
gusty winds up to 40 miles per hour
I looked in the rearview mirror and saw
my photogray glasses had darkened.
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SMOGGED OUT

It's the second day of a first stage 
smog alert
hot and miserable outside 
I have pains all over 
in my head
on the side of my neck
feel like I'm hung over
or smoked a whole pack last night
but I'm not and I didn't
only one beer yesterday
and no cigarettes for two days
yet I'm wheezing
my heart doing flip flops
just from walking across the room.
I think of that old record
by Ed "Kookie" Burns
KOOKIE KOOKIE LEND ME YOUR COMB
where he says
"I got smog in my noggin"
and decide to put off
my daily lunch hour walks
until this stuff blows over.
It might be wise, in fact
to not even get out of my chair
just sit and breathe slowly
and don't even
think about going anywhere.
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COLD DUCK

Once or twice a week my wife 
and I pop the cork on a 
bottle of Cold Duck for a 
quiet, congenial party of two, 
just she and I.
It's not a thing we plan ahead
of time, it just happens. Anyone
hearing about it who's the least bit
familiar with our financial status
(which is continually broke) must
think we're a bit odd, habitually
drinking champagne when we
can't even afford beer, but it's
not really that expensive,
as my wife is quick to point out,
only a dollar more than a
six pack. It doesn't bloat you
like beer, and there's a
refined aspect to it we both like.
I'm afraid of waking the kids so 
I open the Cold Duck out on 
the back porch, peeling off 
the gold tinfoil or wire cap 
by the light of the laundryroom 
then easing out the cork 
with both thumbs until it 
pops, shooting straight up 
50 feet or more.
The neighbors, naturally, think 
us terrible lushes, finding 
stray white plastic corks 
like crashed misguided missiles 
in their flowerbeds. I can see 
their point; really, who drinks 
champagne in Lakewood? But 
it keeps us sane and makes 
for a cozy evening at home.
I used to sit around bars but now 
I'd rather stay home and drink 
with my wife. She's better company, 
certainly better to look at, and 
we generally have a damn good time.
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She makes a bowl of popcorn, 
we manage three glasses each 
per bottle of Cold Duck, there 
are old movies or we just talk, 
and I don't have to worry about 
crashing the car or getting 
beat up by neanderthal urban 
cowboys.
I was recommending it to a friend, 
half expecting groans of censure, 
but he knew just how I felt.
"It's called maturity," he said, 
"it happens to the best of us."

ODE FOR THE VERY SEPARATE

Dress for comfort
because at ease, you'll look your best.
Resist the temptation
to complain about growing older
we all do, and anyway
you can always call it maturity.
By the same token 
stories about how much fun 
we had in the good old days 
must be avoided like the plague.
Forget about your hair
there's not much you can do about it
and don't kid yourself into believing
a beard or a mustache
will divert attention
from a bald spot or a receding hairline.
Do your work 
don't talk too much 
expect nothing
know your limits and stick to them 
leave early.
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BORGES WAS IN THE MORNING PAPERS

Smiling, blind but happy 
he didn't care
he's in his eighties, has his Nobel Prize 
he's seen it all
they wanted him to read some poems
but he just wanted to see the Pacific Ocean.
He struck a deal with
the college professors and administrators 
he would read from his books 
of poetry and fiction if afterwards 
they'd take him down to the ocean.
First, however, he had to sign autographs
answer questions about literature
and his life, but that
was alright with him
as long as he eventually
got to see the ocean. They
put ballpoint pens in his hand
scraps of paper and books
opened to the title page
took his picture, he smiling out
at no one in particular, happy
thinking about how the air would smell
down on the beach.
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I LIKE SUNDAY NIGHTS

I like Sunday nights
saying the hell with it and
deciding to be in bed by nine
then my wife needing
something at the market
milk for the kids' breakfast
or a diet Dr. Pepper
and sending me out to Von's
at the last minute
hurrying before they close
all the streets empty
most of the other porchlights out
only a few cars parked along
the dark side of the market
and I walk in
wearing an old coat
and it doesn't matter
I'm 32 years old
no one sees me anymore
I'm practically invisible
the donuts looking delicious
especially the chocolate ones
and it's Sunday night anyhow.
The parties and picnics
the barbeques and football games
and hot drive-in dates
are over with and everybody
else for a change is just
as tired and bored as I am.
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YELLOW KITCHENS

Blameless yellow kitchens.
Whenever we move 
into a new rented place 
always with beige kitchens 
god awful timid beige 
damn babyshit beige 
puppy barf beige kitchens 
we always paint it 
yellow
blameless yellow kitchens
buttercup yellow
Checker cab taxi yellow
like butter on a stack of pancakes,
this merciful maybe hopeful
yellow
sour yellow lemon
or the soul of sunflower yellow
sooner or later
we paint those beige kitchens
yellow.
I mean bright yellow, two coats. 
You have to put on your sunglasses 
when you walk into one of those 
yellow kitchens.

—  David Barker 
Lakewood CA

Note: the title page of this center section was adapted 
by E. Stranger from a water-color by David Barker.
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THREE FROM AN ANATOMY

"for that call'd the Body is a portion 
of the Soul discern'd by the five 
Senses."

—  Wm Blake

MOUTH

It is cruised by our less palatable habits: 
white sugar, nicotine & alcohol 
poetry & kissing

EYES
—  for Lance Gravette

The chief practitioners of seeing
these days are cultic
Most rigorous in the finesse
of their cultivation, they are
our only true epicures
but awed by their inexorable pursuit
of more exact discrimination
we forgive them this excess
For the rest of us the eyes
are a neglected function, largely theoretical 
made gross by xerox 
& the instamatic clickery 
of photographers, who are without doubt 
our least interesting seers 

They remain useful 
only as a kind of starter 
for the profound narcosis of tv 
& like the nose
they will soon be sensually obsolete 
a life support system 
unnoticed till it fails
But by then
there will be nothing left to see
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HAIR

The hair is our last link 
with the animal 
& that it no longer 
reliably announces gender 
gives in some circles 
cause for alarm

GOING THERE

Do not think that you can go there. That would only be 
fooling yourself. You can never go there because you 
can't know where it is you're going. The only thing you 
will ever know is the place you're leaving, and you'll 
never know that till you've left.
If you go there, be careful. Be careful that the regret 
—  your suddenly recognized pleasure, perhaps, in the 
place you are leaving —  doesn't transform the place you 
go to into the place you will have left. The chance of 
your transforming the place you've left into the place 
you're going to is relatively slight.
When you are there, it will seem like you've always been 
there, & the place you're at now will seem like a shadow. 
It is that, a shadow cast by the place you will be, flick 
ering on the barely discernable screen of where you might 
have been.
If you go there, say Hi! to the people you meet. They'll 
say, Hi! So you know Dave James. How's he doing? Here, 
where we are, we hardly ever see him any more.
There, where you are going, the flies are thick. They 
will irritate the insides of your legs. They will be con 
stantly moving. They too will be leaving one place & on 
their way to another. And like you they will know that 
all places are the same.
If you ever get there, all your experience will be real. 
This will be because you will notice that it's specific.
When you arrive —  or better still, while you are going - 
drink alcohol. It will cause a gap in time so that the 
process will appear as an abrupt transformation of the 
present into another present. Then you will once again 
confront the relations between time & the mind.
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When you are there, beware of the insidious pressure that 
the general will bring to bear on the specific, the ab
stract on the concrete. For when you are there you will 
realize that all thinking is abstract as surely as all 
fucking is specific. But then, you will say, how come 
fucking is also so abstract. This is a puzzle that will 
preoccupy, even obsess, you —  because you will l?e think
ing instead of fucking.
My advice is, don't ever arrange to meet your lover there. 
By the same logic, don't bring anything you can't carry 
yourself & don't bring anything you can't easily throw 
away.
OK, so you've arrived, you're there. The flowers are 
beautiful, aren't they? Just like before. And that pond 
you played by as a child, isn't it there too? Can you 
see it? And the paper boats you sailed in that pond?
Can you see them? Can you see them? Or have they been 
swept by the eddies across to the other side? Are they 
now out of reach? Are they even out of sight?

David James 
Los Angeles CA

THE IDEA OF ORDER AT BISCAYNE BAY

they bussed us down 
to bayfront park 
on 1st st in miami 
to serenade the 
graduates of barry 
college who then auto
matically became nuns.

we did not sing 
beyond the genius 
of the afternoon 
and anyhow were

and lost cubanos 
lurked in the bushes.

as any florida kid
knew looking at the
winding paths and
camouflaged bathrooms
it was a big fag park.
they lined us up
in front of some platforms
in our uniforms
and we sang as
our nuns policed
the lines and beamed
at the new nuns
who beamed back
while perverts
and palmetto bugs

this, years 
before anita bryant's 
rage for order 
and no one thought 
to question
the ghostly demarcations 
of a simple ritual 
public welcome.

impressed by the 
whole routine
and by the bishop 
in his expensive 
mediaeval costume

there mainly to be
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AFTER ONE TOO MANY SAMARITANS

if someone tried to 
help him he went 
for the jugular 
his own if necessary.
if a friend offered him 
a tip on a job 
he got himself invited 
to dinner and went for 
the guy's wife.
when his own wife 
offered to stop 
bitching about bowling 
night he went two games 
without a strike and 
stashed his bowling 
shirt in the bottom drawer.
when his mother called 
he got drunk for a week. 
one of his other 
relatives offered to die 
and he was offended by 
the good will inherent 
in the gesture.
he started digging 
a tunnel at night

under the bedroom wall 
when his wife was 
supposed to be sleeping, 
sometimes after a night's 
work he found a glass 
of beer and a sandwich 
on the nightstand.
one morning around
dawn he broke through the
grass in the backyard
the dog trotted up with
slippers & paper
and he crushed its skull
and escaped.
a week later he woke 
up in his room at the 
st george and the light 
came in w/o offering 
a helping hand & he thought 
so this is it.
and got into the habit 
like descarte of 
sleeping till noon.

—  Christopher Daly 
Seal Beach CA

SPRING

Some girl I loved but now hate is lying out on an ex
tremely windy day. Turning a corner, I see her. She 
is out on a towel and is wearing a bikini. The towel 
is a large one and won't stay down. The edges keep 
flapping up in the wind, and she is all movement trying 
to keep the edges down. She has a book out and a drink, 
but she will never get to them.
The wind blows and slows me down. I am trying to get 
around the corner. I don't want her to see me. That
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is the last thing I want. The corners flap, and she is 
sprawling all over like a child chasing after papers —  
no hope to get them back in the notebook as they fly 
everywhere in all the various currents of a very warm and 
windy day.

THE SPELL

In our world we've conquered many maladies and have 
learned to understand many problems. Our success has had 
limits however, and there are some individual cases which 
we can only say elude us. One such story is of a young 
boy who at twelve years old is unable to focus his atten
tion on anything. He hasn't learned language or how to 
listen and is always in a state of distraction.
Our problem in dealing with our world is that we have set 
limits on possibilities. We look for reasons that abide 
in a natural order, in the limits we have set, not even 
suspecting answers which are valid. This would pose a 
threat to our peace. Were we to find them, a whole new 
order would have to be admitted, and we are too settled 
and safe in the one we have hidden ourselves in. This is 
why we will never understand the whole order of things.
Take for example this boy. He was indeed normal as a 
child. His parents took a train to Boston one weekend, 
and they were all riding, the three of them, in the coach 
section. The baby was upset by the motion and noise and 
was crying —  screaming. On that train a man was trying 
to sleep. The baby was keeping him awake, and he needed 
sleep before an urgent matter in Boston. Taking the idea 
of distracting the baby with amusement into his mind, he 
waved his hand, and a clown appeared in the baby's mind 
to be right before its eyes. As clear and true as life, 
the clown performed endlessly. Even when the baby slept, 
it was there in its dreams. The weekend passed calmly. 
The train arrived in Boston. The man had the sleep he 
needed. He left the train, forgetting to wave off the 
spell. The child, of course, never the same.

THE INVENTORY

I was working in a rather large department store in a 
huge indoor-outdoor shopping mall, and we were working 
hard to complete the annual inventory. There was quite
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a bit of stock in my department, and the paperwork was 
complicated. Frequently, because of a mistake by one of 
the employees, there was a need to stop and authorize. 
There were quite a few people scattered about bending to 
count or standing with pencil in hand to make an entry. 
Some important authorizations came up, and I went to look 
for the manager.
He was out of the store, but to wait would mean holding 
up quite a bit of work that needed to be completed. I 
left the indoor mall, went to the mall outside, and be
gan to walk toward the restaurant where he often spent 
his hours at lunch. It was a clear calm day, but in the 
quiet there was a sudden increasingly intensifying roar 
as a jet makes when it is passing low overhead.
Over a row of the box-like buildings of the shopping 
center I saw a missile approaching. It crashed not far 
over into part of the mall. There was a huge explosion, 
and everywhere, from out of the buildings, people stream
ed out to gather in a panic. One girl from my store had 
followed me out to give me another form to take for au
thorization. She met me about the time the first missile 
struck. We got up and began running. I held her arm and 
tried frantically to get her to keep pace in a sprint.
She held up though, dragging against me and leaning back 
to straighten her nylons.

—  Bruce Ormsby Adam 
Glenview IL

RED SAUCE

the three of us sit at the round
table gobbling down plates of
spaghetti, breaking apart bagels
which are a poor substitute for
bread, drinking enough cheap wine
to keep the conversation lively and
the plain sauce tasting good. e
heats up more bagels when we devour
the ones on the table, and she drops
them, with a crash, in front of me
and the visiting painter. we've
been together since early morning,
we're all a bit tired, our talks
continually skirting tiny arguments which
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are not worth delving into with any energy.
i nail a chunk of bagel with my
fork and drive it around my plate,
soaking up the remains of the red
sauce which i could not make hot
enough with the chili oil. after
dinner we get up one at a time,
feeling our stomachs, roaming over
by the stove to warm ourselves, and
where we will wait for the coffee to
be ready. s the painter of the
sublime is armenian, and he stands
leaning, bemoaning the fact that
the northeast is the wrong area for
a person of his darkness to be
living. when the coffee is ready
he refuses it and water for tea
has to be put on

SEPTEMBER LINES #4

new world green tomatoes cramming the
windowsill, and e is pondering whether
the tomatoes will ripen or not, and she
comments that they certainly are not as
good as my father's, who has tomatoes tremendous
light coming from the bedroom bends and enters 
another room, insisting coyly that we 
take notice of it

don't fall off the windowsill 
tomato, whatever you do, don't fall. the dog 
will gobble you up, devour you with glee, 
the dog is waiting for just such a thing to 
happen. now if the tomatoes were red already, 
like my father's, then there would not be this idle 
suspense to deal with

light travels, room to room, 
and my eyes do not believe the manner in which 
it does all this without batting a lash

dog
sitting there with the patience of a cat, waiting
for the fall, hungry as all hell for the worthless fruit
when my father plants, the earth is genuine in 
its thanks

—  ronald baatz
Phoenicia NY



ODE TO THE 2 THIN CURLS STILL LEFT FROM THE OLD DYNASTY 
ON THE FRONT OF MY HEAD

amazing!
they are still there 
clinging like mountain 
climbers to clumps of grass
like a mustache on the moon
like 2 brown scarves left 
by a frozen lake
like some weeds that will 
grow anywhere
i love you.

SCARECROW

i know you have dedicated 
your life to being a 
scarecrow
& i also know there are 2 
crows living in your eyes 
they perch there on the edge 
peek out 
caw
make sounds like scratching 
long finger nails 
across a chalk board

HE WANTS

he wants a flower 
delicate & bright 
in a pot by the 
window that gets the sun
he wants a small bird
with one wing
that hops about the house
all day & at night
will sleep in his beard
each time he hands her 
the same blueprints 
each time she hands 
them back
she is none of these things.

all day they twitch their 
little heads
fuss with feathers stretch 
their wings
it is easy to understand the 
pain in this.
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STAND OFF ON THE FRONT STEPS

she pulls up 
in a gray tank 
with a giant teardrop 
painted on the side in silver
a hundred well oiled troops 
inarching in place 
holding their rifles chest high 
awaiting her command
helicopters are hovering 
like giant bugs with too much 
to drink
12 lawyers in black follow her 
as she walks to the door.
"i'm sorry about last night," 
is the first thing i say, "you 
must be pissed."
"no," she smiles, "i just want 
to talk."

—  Robert Scotellaro 
San Francisco CA

HER FRIENDS HAVE A CERTAIN WAY OF LOOKING AT ME

"you're easy to feed," 
she says to me, 
handing me a chicken pie 
and frozen peas.
"i know i am," i say;
"i guess i just like food."
"it's one of your best qualities,' 
she says; "it's one of the things 
i mention when i'm trying to find 
something nice to tell people 
about you."
"what else do you tell them?"
"not much," she says.
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STALKING PAPA

The ex-barmaid with the big tits 
says to me, "I've got it figured out 
that you and Ray and the other writers 
around here feel you have to spend 
all your time in bars 
in order to keep up 
with Ernest Hemingway."
Now this is a new wrinkle,
so it's a second or two before I say to her, 
"Look, I only come in the bar 
one or two nights a week.
Since I have a small apartment 
and am not very hospitable 
it's a chance to get together 
with new students and old friends.
Also I enjoy talking football
with some of the guys
and other things with others.
Is everyone who goes out once in a while 
for a beer trying to emulate Hemingway?"
"It's something about you I can sense," she says.
So I say, "Actually by the time Hemingway
was my age he was drinking at the Ritz
and Floridita and Harry's and other places
where they were naming drinks —  even boulevards
after him. If anyone ever named a drink after me
it would probably be vodka and diet pepsi
and the catch would be
that you wouldn't drink it,
you'd spill it."
She shakes her head: "You guys all think 
it's macho to drink like Hemingway."
"For God's sake," I say, "I don't hunt or fish 
or swim or ski or ride or box —  I don't even try 
to do any of those things that Hemingway 
could do so well.
I doubt that Hemingway would like 
the shit I write.
I drink too much
and I drink for a lot of bad reasons, 
but at least a hundred of the reasons 
why I drink 
take priority over
trying to be like Ernest Hemingway."
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It's no use, though.
At twenty-three she's had
what may be the closest thing
to a literary insight
that she will ever come by,
and she is not about to relinquish it
in the face of mere facts.
I'm sure that if I'm still around 
to run into her twenty years from now 
the first thing she'll ask me will be 
if I'm still trying to booze it up 
like Ernest Hemingway.

BACK FROM VACATION

sergeant roger hotspur goes back to work 
at the police station.
he storms into the middle of the office, 
thumps his chest and bellows,
"well, i'm back you bunch of pukes —  
i hope while i was gone you remembered 
everything i've taught you about ripping off 
the taxpayers.
i sure hope i don't hear about anyone
putting in a full shift,
or writing his eight citations,
or showing any hint of courtesy to the public
then he lets a fart that he's been working on 
for weeks of chili con carne breakfasts.
finally he sits down at his desk, 
picks up the phone,
and says, "yes, this is the police department
fuck fuck fuck
fuck fuck fuck fuck!"
he raises his eyes 
a rookie policewoman 
is sitting across the room, 
wondering if perhaps she made 
a poor choice of careers.

—  Gerald Locklin 
Long Beach CA
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BE ANGRY AT SAN PEDRO

I get drunk.
I say to Linda: "that Jeffers was 
a great poet. think of using a title 
like BE ANGRY AT THE SUN. don't you 
realize what that means?"
"you like that negative stuff," she 
says.
"positively," I agree, finishing my 
drink and pouring another.
"in one of his poems, not the sun poem, 
this woman fucks a stallion because her 
husband is of such gross spirit. and it's 
believable. then the husband comes out 
to kill the stallion and the stallion 
kills him."
"I never heard of Jeffers," she 
says.
"well, you ever heard of Big Sur? he 
caused that just like D.H. Lawrence 
caused Taos," I tell Linda. "get a 
great writer writing about where he 
lives and the mob comes in and takes 
over."
"you write about San Pedro," she 
says.
"yeah," I say, "and have you read the 
papers lately? they are going to construct 
a marina here, one of the largest in the 
world, millions and billions of dollars, 
there is going to be a hotshot shopping 
center, yachts and condominiums every
where . , . . "
"and to think," says Linda, "we've only 
lived here three years."
"you still ought to," I say, pouring her 
a drink, "read Jeffers."
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A LOSER

it was on the train to Del Mar and I had left my seat 
to go to the bar car, I had a couple of beers and came 
back and sat down.
"pardon me," said the lady next to me, "but you're 
sitting in my husband's seat."
"oh yeah," I said and I picked up my Racing Form 
and began reading it; the first race looked tough, 
then this man was standing there: "hey, buddy, 
you're in my seat!"
"I told him," said the lady, "but he didn't pay 
any attention."
"hey," I told the man, "this is my seat!"
"it's bad enough he takes my seat," said the man,
"but now he's reading my Racing Form!"
I looked at him, he was puffing his chest out.
"look at you," I said, "puffing your god damned 
chest out!”
"you're in my seat, buddy!" he told me.
"look,” I said, "I've been in this seat since this 
train left the station. ask anybody around here!"
"oh no, that's not right," said a man behind me,
"he was in that seat when the train left the 
station!"
"are you sure?"
"sure I'm sure!"

I got up and walked into the next train car. 
there was my seat by the window and there was 
my Racing Form.
I went back to the other train car where the 
man was reading his Racing Form.
"hey, look," I started to say T. . .
"forget it," said the man.
"just leave us alone," said his wife.
I walked back to the other train car, sat down and 
looked out the window
pretending to be vaguely interested in the land
scape ,
glad that the people in my car didn't know what 
the people in the other car knew.

—  Charles Bukowski 
San Pedro CA
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